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Development of Position Sen.sitive 3He Proportional Counter 
for a Single Moderator Type Neutron Spect:rometer 

Yoshihiko 1:此'IIMURA*，Jun SAEGUSA， Michio YOSHIZAWA and Makoto YOSHIDA， 

Department 01 Health Physics， Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute， Tokai-mura， Naka-gun， lbaraki 319-1195， Japan 

A position sensitive 3He proportional counter with 1 m length was develop巴dto use for a single moderator typ巴
n巴utronspectrometer， which measures n巴日紅onsp巴ctrum台omthe dep也 distributionof thermal neu住'Onsm也巴 mod-
erator. The counter is of出巴 chargedivision type using an anode wire with resistance. The detection positions can b巴
de加盟inαlfrom由eratio of the pulse heights read out台omboth ends of the counter. The inner diameter and compo回

目itionof the counting gas were optimized with a sirnple Monte Carlo calculation code. From the op白血zationthe inner 
di紅neterof 25 mrnct and the mixed gas of 130 k:Pa 3H己 and70 kPa CF4 were adopted. A relationship betwe巴n也E

det巴ctionposition and the ratio of both puls巴heightsand a spatial resolution were measured using thermal n巴u町ons
The relationship has a one-to-one corr巴spond巴nce.Th巴spatialresolu臼onwas evaluat巴dto be less than 10 rnm all ov<巴r
th巴sensitivearea， and the valu巴issmall enough for the spec甘ometer.
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1. Introduction 

It is ideal for白em巴asurementof neutron dose eq凶ト

alent to use也edosemeter whose energy r巴sponseis pro田

portiona1 to白efiuence-to-dose equiva1ent conversion coef回

ficients. However， such an ideal dosemeter does not exist， 
hence血巴 dosemetersshould be calibrated at neutron cali-
bration fields which hav巴similarenergy sp巴ctrato仕loseat 
practical workplaces.1-3) As such fields have spectra wi血

a very wide energy rang巴， a spectrometer having sensitivity 
overwid巴neutronenergy is desired to establish the fields. We 

ared巴velopinga single moderator type neutron spectrometer， 
which consists of a cylindrical moderator and a position serト
sitive thermal neutron detector embedded in出ecenter of the 

moderator para11el to the long axis. In白巴 moderatorhigh 
energy neutrons penetrate加 出 紅 白 血 lowenergy neutrons. 

τhlsm悶 ns白巴distributionofthermal neutrons in the modera-

tor varies with the incident neutron en巴rgy.噴出 spectrometer
provides energy information of the neutrons by measuring白e
thermal neutron distribution in血emod巴ratoralong the long 
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In也1spaper we describe血edesign and characteristics of 

a position sensitive 3He proportional counter with a 1 m sen-

sitive area developed to be used as仕le白巴rmalneutron det配偶

torof仕lespectrometer.官lecounter is of白巴 chargedivision 
typ巴usingan anode wire with resistanc巴and出巴 signalsare 
read out from amplifiers placed at both ends of血巴 wire.The 

charge produced by the 3He(n，p)3H reaction is divided with 
the ratio dep巴ndingon the position of也ereaction.6)官lede附

tection position can be derived from the ratio of both pulses， 
x， defin巴dby血efollowing equation: 
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wh巴r巴Vrightand町eftare the pulse heights read out from由巴

right and left side ends of the counter， respectively.官lein-
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ner diameter of the counter and the composition of出巴 count崎

ing gas were optimized by calculating pulse height distri-

butions叩 din凶nsicspatial resolution with a simple Monte 
Car10 code. 官lecharacteristics of血ecount巴rwer巴mea-
sured using thennal neutrons from a graphite pile containing 
a 252Cf source at廿leJapan Atomic Energy Research Institute 

(JAERI). 

II. Counter design 

1. 民畳ethod

In order to d巴sign也巴 count巴r，a simple Monte Carlo code 

was developed， which could calculate pulse height distribu-
tions and intrinsic spatial resolutions. When a thermal n巴utron
causes血e3He(n，p)3H reaction in由巴 count巴r，a proton and a 

triton are produced by the reaction.τ'hey produce charges 
along their tracks in出巴 countinggas region， and出en血e

charges cause a pulse whose height is in proportion toせle
amount of the energy.百ledetection position is decided from 

出ecentroid of the charge distribution along the anode wire 
り)Figure 1 shows a sch巴maticview of出eproblems which 

should worsen the properties of the counter. 百1巴 detection

position varies according to仕1巴directionof th巴particleseven 
when the r巴actionoccurs at血esame position.百出 causes

dispersion of白巴 det巴ctionposition， which limits the intrinsic 
spatial resolution. V¥尽len血ereaction occurs n巴紅白巴 counter

wall and one of仕leproduced particles strik郎社lewall， ap制
of性leenergy is not deposited in白ecounter and血isreduces 

白巴 pulseheight of the signal， which is called wall effects.め
官lecod巴 samples由巴 positionof the reaction and the fiight 
direction of出巴 particlesat random. The amount and也espa-白

tial distribution of the energy deposition along白etrack are 
(1) ca1culated using the stopping power table by the SRIM code. 8) 

Then it outputs出巴 distributionof吐letotal d巴positedenergies 

and出巴 C巴ntroidof the energy d巴position，which co紅白pond
to the puls巴 heightdistribution and the detection position in 
measurement， respectively. 

官leinner diameter of出巴 counter，the composition and the 
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Fig. 1 Schematic view to explain wall巴ffectsand centroid of出e
produced charge dis佐ibution，
All reactions in figure occur at th巴 sameaxial position. The 
gray regions mean charge production (energy deposition) and 
their widths mean the amount of charg巴production.

pr凶 sureof出巴 countinggas wer，巴 optimizedfrom the vi巴w-
point of intrinsic spatial resolution and wall effects.τ'h巴 lat-
ter are important becaus巴出eyd即時as巴社lepu1s巴heightand 
worsen the signal-to・noiseratio. The wall effects were巴:valu-
ated wi出 awal1 effect index ηdefined as也efollowing巴qua-
tion: 

Npeak 
ηー (2)

Ntotαl 

where Np叩 kmeans the counts within仕leregion of full・

m巴rgypeak， which is formed when all energy of produc巴d
charged partic1e is deposited in th巴counter，and Ntotα1 means 
the total counts inc1uding社lecontinuum region due to the wall 
effl巴cts.

2. Intrinsic spatiaI resolution 

百1巴intrinsicspatial resolution was calculated for the vari-
ous diam巴t巴rsand counting gases.百1巴inn巴rdiameters w巴re
varied企om5 to 50 mm.p.官lecounting gas of 3He or BF3 

was s巴lected，巴i白erof which is commonly used in propor-
tional counters for thermal neutrons. 6)百leCF 4 additives were 
mixed in the 3He gas in order to improve the spatial reso司

lution and mitigate the wall effects by r，巴ducingth巴rangeof 
protons and tritons with aditives having stopping pow巴rhigher
出an3He.7，9)百lecalculations showed也atthe intrinsic spatial 

resolution was submillimeter for counter diameters and gas田
considered in th巴calculation.The intrinsic spatial resolution 
is small enough for the aimed sp巴ctrometer，because the re-
q凶redspatial resolution for the spectrom巴:teris estimated to 
be less性lan10 mm from社lespectrometer design. 

3. Composition and pressure of counting gas 

We considered BF3 (100 kPa) and a mixture of 3He (130 
kPa)岨 dCF4 (70 kPa) as the counting gas. When 3He is us巴d
in the counting gas，白ep紅白1pr巴ss班 eof 3He needs about 

130 kPa in order to satis町出巴 sensitivityreq凶redfrom the 
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Fig. 2 Wall effect indexη(d巴finedas Eq.(2)) as a function of partial 
press町巴 ofCF4 additiv巴，
the partial pressur巴of3He was 130 kPa and inn巴rdiameter 
was制 to25 nu帥
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Fig. 3 Wall effi巴ctindex η(defined as Eq.(2)) as a function of inner 
diameterof世lecounter， 

the counting gas was a mixture of 3He (130 kPa) and CF4 (70 

kP斗

sp巴ctrometerdesign. In血ecaseofBF3，白巴pressureneeds to 
be about 1.4 times as high as白紙 for3H巴becausethe cross 
section of the lOB(n，α)7Li reaction for thermal neutrons is 
lower th組曲atofthe 3H巴(n，p)3Hreaction. How巴verit is dif.幽
ficu1t to use BF3 gas wiめhigher仕lan100 kPa as血巴 counting
gas because th巴gashas a ch巴micalhazard and a possibi1ity 
of causing corrosion.官leresultant wall effect indexes ηwere 
almost the same for bo出 gases.τ'hereforewe d巴:cidedto use 
血巴 3Hegas with世leCF4 additives as the counting gas from 
th巴vi巴wpointof白巴 sensitivityand the chemical stability. 

百lewalleffl巴ctindexesηwerecalculated for various partial 
pressures of CF4 from 20 to 90 kPa. In性1巴calculations由巳

partial pressure of 3He and the inner diameter were fixed to 
be 130 kPa and 25 mm仇r巴spectively.百leresults are shown 
in日g.2司 Thefigure shows仕latthe higher partial pressure 
suppr邸 ses血巴 walleffl巴ct.However， high vo1tag巴needsto 
be higher with the increasing CF4 pressure， and it becom邸
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too high to operate the counter wi出 conventionalelectronics 
modu1es. In血ispoint of view， the partial pressure of CF 4 
should be as low as possible. We decided the partial press町e
to be 70 kPa， wher巴theindexηbegan to b巴saturated.

4. Inner diameter 

τheinn巴rdiameter of白巴counterwas also optirnized based 
on the wall effect index η.百E巴relationshipb巴tween血巴 ind巴X
η阻 dth巴 innerdiameter was calculated wi血 changing仕le
diameter from 5 to 50 nunゆasshown in Figふ 1n脱叫-

culations枇 countinggas was the rnixture of 3He (130 kPa) 
阻 dCF4 (70 kPa) as decided in血epr，巴vioussection.官lefig-
ure shows that the larger diamet巴rsuppresses the wall effect， 
while白巴 larg巴diameterneeds a large hole in仕1巴mod巴rator
of the sp巴ctrometer.Such a large hole decreases moderation 
efficiency and increases由巳 strearningwhich means neutrons 
enter出巴 counterdirectly.τherefor，巴仕1巴diametershould be 
as small as possible. We decided the inner diarnet巴rto be 25 
mmゆwhere仕leind巴Xηb巴g祖 tobe saturated. 

llI. Experimental 

1. Description of counter and measurement system 

A position sensitive 3H巴 proportionalcounter was fabri副

cated according to the design c且lculationin the previous sec-
tion and tested with仕lermalneutrons 台omthe graphit巴pile.
Asch巴maticview of出巴巴xperimentalseωp and血emeasure-
ment system is shown in Fig.4.百1巴resistiveanode wire of 
白巴 counterwas a 15μmゆnickel-chromewire wi血 5kn re-
sistanc巴P巴r1 m length.τ'wo 510 n resistances w巴reput at 
both ends of the wire as offset resistances. 

本252Cfneutron 

Cadmium plate 
2湿"窪蕊盆滋謹包茎"""怒""翠""怒沼密密墜鈎

Cadmium plate 
'"盟酷浴客語E倍率家主""臨審議直滋""'"沼酪担

Slit with 1 cm in width 
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τhe output pulses were amplified with two s巴tsof P氏側

amplifi巴お (CANBERRA 2006E) 阻 damplifiers (ORTEC 
572)， and也巴n也eywere acquired with a dual parametric multi 
channel analyzer (Fast ComTI巴cMPA-3).百ledistribution of 
detection position was calculated using Eq.(1). 

2. Measurement of pulse height distribution 

In order to evaluate the wall effect of the counter， pulse 
height distributions were measurl巴dusing thermal n巴utrons
from th巴graphit巴pile.In白isexp巴riment，the signals were 
read out only from one side.百lewall effect index ηof白巴

measured distribution was derived wi仕1Eq.(2). 

3. Measurement of detectioll1 position distri.bution 

A relation of出巴 detectionposition to the ratio of the pulse 
heights read out from bo白 endsof the counter and the spatia1 
resolution were measured wi白血ecollimated beam of ther-
mal neutrons from白巴 graphitepil巴.In the measurem巴nt，仕le
counter was cover・巴dwith 0.5 mmt ca也凶umplates that have a 
slit of 2 mm in width，組dan additional cadrnium sheet with a 
slit of 1 cm in width was set betw巴enthe counter and the pile 
as shown in Fig.4， in order to redu白白eneutrons incident on 
仕lecounter with angles other白血 90-deg.百lerelationship 
was obtained by changing the positions of bo血 slits且long仕1巴

count巴r.

日乙 R回 ultsand discussion 

1. Pulse height distribution 

From仕lepulse height distribution measured with thermal 
neutrons，白巴 walleffect index ηof 0.62 was obtained.百lIs
valu巴wasconsist巴ntwith the va1ue obtained fromせlecalcu-
lation shown in Fig.2. This shows也at也巴 influ巴nceof出巴

wall effects was suppressed as expected in the design of出e
count巴r.
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Fig. 6 Distribution of the ratio of the pulse h巴ightread out from both 
巴ndsof the counter， 
The cadmium slit was set at the centぽ ofthes巴nsitiveregion 
(50 cm from on巴叩d).

2. Detection position distribution 

官lerelationship between the position of th巴slitand the 
ratio of也巴 pu1seheights is shown in Fig.5. It has a one-

to-one correspondence， so白atthe detection position can be 
determined from仕leratio. However， a slight nonlinearity w且s

observed巴speciallyat both ends. This should be explained 
as follows.百legain of出巴 pr巴凶amplifierdepends on the fre-

quency of input signa1 and it d巴creaseswith increasing of血巴

企equency.羽花1巴na therma1 n巴utronis detected close to one 

end，出巴 ris巴timeof出epulse from由巴巴ndis faster than that 
仕omanoth巴rend. This means that the former pulse contains a 

high frequency component more也an仕1巴la仕巴r.百lerefofl巴the
gain of由巴 pre-amplifi巴rfor the former b巴comeslower than 
血atfor the 1atter and it introduces the non1jnearity in particu-
1ar at both ends of社lecounter. 

Figure 6 shows the distribution of血eratio of出ep叫se
heights read out丘omboth ends of the counter， when the cad-
rnium slit was set at由巴 centerof the sensiti田 町ea.百lespa-
tia1 reso1ution at白isposition was 8 mm in the full width at 
half maximum (FWHM).官leresu1ts in oth巴rpositions a1so 
showed由atthe reso1ution was less白an10 mm a11 over由巳

sensitive region. This resolution is good enough for the aimed 

one ofth巴spectrometer.

1乙 Conclusion

A position sensitive 3He proportiona1 count巴rwi白 a1 m 

sensitive紅eawas developed to be used for the sing1e moder-
ator type neutron sp巴ctromet巴r. In designing由巳counter，the 

inner diameter of由巳 counterand仕lecounting gas were op-

tirnized with a simple Mont巴Carloca1culation code from仕le
viewpoint of the wall effl即 tsand出eintrinsic spatial resolu回

tion， which is due to the disp巴rsionof也edetection position 
caused by the variation of the dir，巴ctionof charged particles. 

官leca1culated results showed白atthe intrinsic spatial resolu-

tion remained wi血in1 mm and it was sma11 enough compared 

to血efl巴quiredresolution of 10 mm for the aimed spectrom-
eter.官1巴diameterand th巴compositionofせlecounting gas 

were optirniz巴dto suppr，巴ssth巴wa11effects. The size andせle
gas composition of the counter were optimized as follows， di開

制 御r25 mmcb，批 gascomposition 3He (130 kP的andCF4

(70 kPa). 
百lerelationship betwe巴n吐1巴detectionposition and the ra-

tio of白巴 pulseheights from both ends of仕lecounter were 

measured using thermal neutrons from the graph加がleat 
JAERI. It has a one-to-one ∞紅白pondence，80由at血巴 de-
tection position can be deten凶ned企om出eratio ofth巴puls巴

heights.官lespatia1 resolution was a1so measured and巴valu-
ated to be less than 10 mm all over the sensitive region. The 

va1ue is good enough for the aimed spectrometer. 
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